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Cardinal Cajetan had three conversations with Luther October
12th - 14th, 1518. These conversations preceded the 1521 trial at
Augsburg. At the start, they displayed to each other great respect.
In their interactions together, it seems that Cardinal Cajetan was
intrigued and even convinced with regard to
some of Luther’s teaching. However, he was so
entrenched in his position as a Cardinal and
theologian in the Catholic church that he could
not give Luther the full benefit of an honest
hearing. Politics influenced Cajetan’s reception of Martin Luther and the truth he proclaimed. At the end of their conversations,
Cajetan requested that Luther recant his writings and gave Luther little additional opportuni- Cardinal Tommaso de Vio Cajetan
(1469-1534)
ty to defend his writings and theology.
Luther recounted in a letter to George Spalatin how Cajetan
would not allow him to speak. Every time he tried to say something
Cajetan would raise his voice in interruption, until finally Luther also
raised his voice. In this tense setting, Luther and Cajetan pursued a
discussion regarding a Catholic source called the Extravagante.
Luther indicated that he would recant of his teachings if it could be
shown that Extravagante taught that Christ’s merits are the treasury
of indulgences. Cajetan opened the document and found the
place where it is written that Christ “acquired” the treasury of merit.
Luther went on to point out that there is a difference between saying that Christ’s merits “are the treasury” and Christ’s merit
“acquired” the treasury. If Christ’s merit “acquired the treasury”
then Luther’s writings are supported. Instead of the treasury being
full of “merit” that might be exhausted, the “merit” or good work of
Christ bought the treasury which is the Office of the Keys.
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The Office of the Keys is the inexhaustible authority Jesus gave
to the church to extend forgiveness to all who believe and repent. Luther strategically used Extravagante, upheld by the
Catholic church as reason for the selling of indulgences, to successfully defend his teaching on justification by faith in Jesus. Luther reported that Cajetan became flustered and confused and
as a result simply told Luther, “Go and do not return to me again
unless you want to recant.”
In a letter that Luther wrote to Cajetan Luther explains, “As I
have not deserved any censures, I have no reason to be afraid of
any. Therefore, by the grace of God I am in such a condition that
I fear any punishments far less than errors and wrong opinions
concerning faith, since I know that punishment does no harm but
rather is beneficial, if sound faith and understanding of truth will
have been mine.” By the Holy Spirit Luther possessed the personality that would not allow him to speak words that would “tickle
the ears” of his audience. As Luther faces Cajetan, we see a
great example of what it means to stand up against the entanglements of human cultural or political considerations that veil
what the church must unveil – Jesus.
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